INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
stitution of the feel of muscular jerk ?   Here is the para-
graph in question :
In the early morning the sky was grey and the atmosphere
oppressive. But both lightened towards noon, and we were
reassured. The tent could be pitched, and tea be served outside
upon the lawr, s»ni we could listen, mth indolent enjoyment, to
tho remarks made by the drake in h& deep sotto voce bass to an
intrusive woodpigeon sharing uninvited his meal, in the meadow
at the far end of the garden men were cutting the grass ; the ear
is raot gladdened in this rapid age by the soft sound of scythes
sweeping through the stalk?, and the ring of blades on the hone ;
but the wharr of the machine that has displaced the rhythmically
swaying mower is not unmusical, and patient horses still hold this
field of labour against pet/io! -driven engines. So the beautiful
fragrance of new -mown grass was borne untainted down the garden,
and lent a new fragrance to the heaped dish of raspberries and
currants jusfc gathered (The Lowly Estate, by cbanstoun met-
In this quotation visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory,
and kinsesthetic imagery are all possible — sight, hearing,
smeli, taste, and the muscles To me, at least, the thought
of the rhythmically swaying mower is, in part, a kinsesthetic
image of swaying as though I were mowing, and especially
I feel my left foot take the short stamping step forward
at the end of the swing. If it be correct that 'the left foot
moves just in that way at that point, then my muscles have
remembered it, it has been stored up in the neurone pattern
which actuates them, for it returned as a kmsesthetic image
before I was aware of it in any other way.
One can also have images of touch — think of the feel of
velvet, or of emery paper, or of soap — and of the senses of
warmth and cold. The suggestion which led us to this
examination of imagery was that an animal, whose progress
from crude animal reactions up to the rational actions of
human beings we are considering, takes a step forward when
he begins to make his trials and errors in terms of imagery
instead of Actual physical response. The thought naturally
occurs to one, To what extent do animals differ from human
beings in their possession of imagery ?
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